Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has. ~Margaret Meade
Serving Our community for 62 years

Bill Wygal, Owner
Bill’s Ace Hardware is concerned about the environment and providing the best possible experience for our customers. As a result, we have installed Ciralight’s advanced daylighting technology. This creates a better shopping experience by providing natural sunlight as the primary source of light during daylight hours. It also dramatically reduces our energy consumption and therefore, greenhouse gas emissions. In fact, as a result of utilizing this technology, each year this store will reduce the equivalent of:

127,545 Lbs of Carbon Dioxide
135 Barrels of Oil
6,588 Gallons of Gasoline
29 Tons of Coal

This is just one way that Bill’s Ace Hardware contributes to our environment. We hope you enjoy your experience of shopping under natural sunlight and greatly appreciate your business!

For more information, please visit www.ciralight.com
Ciralight Global
Sun Trackers
Inside view of light from Sun Trackers
Start with the Basics
Low Flow Toilets is a No Brainer
Reducing Paper Usage
When digital is not appropriate
Awaiting monthly pickup

From store to storage
Mdse arrives in reusable containers
Pallets awaiting delivery to recycler
Plastic bottles from employee Lounge recycled as well as aluminum cans
Hydro-carbon filter
Drain
Creating Customer Awareness and Convenience
Defective or satisfaction returns creative hazardous waste.
Customer Education
H.E.T. Program allows customers to upgrade inefficient Toilets

Indoor Water Savings

Making Choices Available
Outdoor products for maintenance and soil erosion
Organics

Reduced Packaging
Insulation,
Solar,
CFL’s
cyber rain
The Irrigation Controller With A Brain
Wireless Smart Irrigation Controller

• Quick & Easy to Install
• Simple to Program
• No Monthly Fees
• Remote Scheduling

Save Up to 40% on Water Bills
Qualifies for rebates

Checks the weather via the Internet and automatically adjusts watering times

ecosense® brand
slug & snail killer
mata caracoles y babosas
easy to apply granules
granulos fáciles de aplicar

can be used around pets & wildlife

ACTIVE INGREDIENT
iron phosphates
OTHER INGREDIENTS

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION: Do not apply within 100 feet of water sources.

NET WT./NETO: 1 Lb. (0.45 kg)

NEW!

Ortho®
sensible HOME & GARDEN solutions

*Not intended to imply environmental safety
either alone or compared to other products
Recycled product for sale

Environmentally friendly cleaning alternatives
For a better Community,
Think Globally
act Locally